Alumnae/Alumni participating in this survey will be eligible to win a free copy of "The Gendered Dynamics of Gun Violence in Chicago" by Zeke Thomas. Review the data reveals that gun violence in the city is highly correlated with domestic violence, including sexual and gender-based violence (SGBV). Providers project that COVID-19 will increase domestic violence, exacerbating the "shadow pandemic." Areas with increased rates of domestic violence also experience higher rates of gun violence.

The Gendered Dynamics of Gun Violence in Chicago
Zeke Thomas

It's On Us Virtual Series: Engaging Men in the Movement to Combat Sexual Assault Prevention

Koa Beck — White Feminism: From the Suffragettes to the Women of Tomorrow and Beyond

Monday, January 11, 2021 - 6 p.m. EST

Join the important conversation about race, empowerment, and inclusion in International Affairs at Elliott.
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POLICY MEMO COMPETITION

Welcome to our Diversity and Inclusion Policy Memo Competition! The Elliott School Council on Diversity and Inclusion is hosting a competition for undergraduate and graduate students to submit policy memos on aspects of the Elliott School program. The memo should provide feedback on aspects of the Elliott School program, including diversity, equity, and inclusion in International Affairs at Elliott.

Originality of policy recommendations and implementation will be valued in the selection process.

The competition is open to all eligible students, and all submitted memos will be shared with the Elliott School Council on Diversity and Inclusion.

We look forward to collaborations!
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The Global Women's Institute (GWI) at the George Washington University is committed to promoting and achieving gender equality globally. We work with partners on the ground to break down barriers to women's leadership and participation in politics, peacebuilding, and security.

The GWI supports women's leadership in politics, peacebuilding, and security through various initiatives such as training programs, mentorship, and partnerships with organizations around the world. We believe that women's leadership is critical to achieving gender equality and improving the lives of women and girls around the world.

Stay connected with the Global Women's Institute and receive updates on our work and events.

We want to celebrate your achievement! Send a photo and short description of your new role to vitalvoices@vitalvoices.org.